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PREFACE

On 21st March 2020, I received a letter from the N.H.S. stating that I had been
‘identified as someone who is clinically extremely vulnerable and at risk of severe
illness should you catch Coronavirus.’ Thus commenced a period of twelve weeks of
‘shielding.’ So I was vulnerable! How was I to adapt to these precautions? My friends
have been driven to despair by my inability to email or use computers or any other of
the wonderful modern means of communication. So I resorted to handwriting. This has
been by accustomed means of communication; in fact it has gained me a place in history;
by this I mean a place in the archives of the Venerable English College, Rome. During
my seven years as a student for the priesthood I wrote weekly letters home to my
parents. Amazingly my father not only kept them, but wrote a summary of contents on
each envelope. The appendix gives further information about ‘The Creasey Papers.’ So
the connection with the Venerable English College and my present-day handwritten
thoughts and memories lead to the title ‘From Venerable to Vulnerable.’
I am extremely grateful to Mgr. Bryan Sharp for typing my handwritten
memories (a remarkable achievement by a ninety year old!)
Please give some thought to my contribution on ‘Cricket and the Priesthood.’ It
is more about the latter as I celebrate the 59 years.
I thank members of Catholic Care for their support especially during these
unusual times.

THE UPPER ROOM

The report in the Catholic media of the recent consecration of the Bishop of
Northampton in the presence of very few people, limited because of Corona virus
restrictions, prompted me to reflect on my own experience of ordination to the
priesthood.

My own Diocese of Leeds has already announced the dates of the

ordination of two candidates; these ceremonies will not be attended by as many of the
presbyterate as usual; but even with the restrictions they will be especially memorable
for the newly ordained.
I studied at the Venerable English College, Rome. Seventeen of us from various
parts of the country entered in October 1955. The course was to be of seven years with
only one return to England after the first three years of philosophy. We did not know
it at the time but we were the last group to complete the full seven years before the
opening of the Second Vatican Council in 1962.
Towards the end of October 1961 eight of us from the V.E.C. left the College with
no fanfare to make our way to a retreat at the Redemptorist Retreat House at San
Alfonso, near St Mary Major Basilica. That was on a Sunday evening. On the following
Saturday a student from the College came to inform us where to go for the ordinations.
So very early in the morning of the first day of the week (Easter connotations with the
women going to the tomb!) we left San Alfonso and made our way to the church of the
Sacred Heart in the Piazza Navona. I had to call in at the College to collect eight white
chasubles and stoles from the sacristy for my fellow ordinandi. At that time the students
were in the chapel – meditation before the community Mass at 8a.m. They did not see
me either come or go.
At the ordination celebrated by Cardinal Aloysius Tragliat there were eighty
seven candidates – starting with those receiving the ‘Tonsure’, followed by those
receiving First Minor Orders ( Porter, Reader), then Second Minor Orders (Exorcist and
Acolyte).

The next three groups, Subdeacon, Deacon and Priest all prostrated

themselves before receiving ‘Major Orders’. There obviously was a long period from
the beginning of the Mass to the point where eight of us were ordained priests on
Sunday, 29th October 1961, which on that occasion was the feast of Christ the King, the
last Sunday in October. As a result of the liturgical changes following the Second
Vatican Council this feast is now known as the Solemnity of Our Lord, Jesus Christ
King, of the Universe and is celebrated as the culmination of the Liturgical Year before
the first Sunday of Advent. So rather like the Queen’s Birthday I can celebrate two
anniversaries, the actual calendar in October and the liturgical calendar before Advent.

It was during this long Ordination Mass on 29th October 1961 that I first spotted
my mother, father and brother as they squeezed into the limited space for a
congregation in a moderately sized church. I had not seen them for over three years
and obviously it was a great joy to give them my first blessing as a priest. After a few
photographs (black and white) in the Piazza Navona the eight of us made off to the
restaurants or Religious Houses for a celebratory meal. Our fellow students at the
college had not attended the ordination, only perhaps a couple of priest friends and a
student in second year who would be the Mass server for the next few months. In the
evening we returned to the college for Benediction, followed by the kissing of hands –
this was repeated every evening until all eight of us had been honoured. We spend that
night in the college; the following day was marked by the celebration of our first Mass.
These were the days before concelebration, so we celebrated Mass at different times and
in different chapels. It was left to our fellow students to decide which Mass to attend.
I myself was fortunate to celebrate Mass at the altar in the main chapel, beneath the
famous Martyrs Picture which is so dear to generations of students. But on this occasion
only a handful of students, plus my family members, shared in my first Mass.
Later on that same day the College celebrated our ordination with a splendid
festive meal, a toast of ‘Ad multos annos’ by the Rector – BUT – all female members had
been excluded for that occasion, no mothers, no sisters! To add poignancy to that
exclusion, my mother who previously had never left England and was now in a foreign
city in a strange land, became lost and she and another ‘excluded’ lady wandered the
streets of Rome. What a way to launch a priest into life ‘on the mission.’ In defence of
my experience it could be said that things had been like this for centuries at least since
the Council of Trent, but I and my fellow priests in 1961 were on the threshold of
tremendous changes in society which inevitably influenced the Church and the attitude
towards women has arisen time and time again. Attempts have been made to suppress
discussion on the topic of the ordination of women but the position of the role of women
in the Church generally still cries out for attention. Progress has indeed been made. In
my seminary days the women only prepared meals and did the laundry. We attended
an all-male Pontifical Gregorian University where the students from all over the world
were male, as were the lecturers from the Society of Jesus. In our case we might have a
brief conversation with a woman when we met officials and their wives at an annual
cricket match against the British Embassy. In today’s seminary there are women who
help to guide the students and there is a welcome acceptance of the role of women in
many areas of pastoral ministry. But what is the image of the Church for teenage girls
in our schools? What image does the Church give? The Chrism Mass in the Cathedral
of a diocese is supposed to be a celebration of the (local) Church – but what is seen?
Several ranks of predominantly elderly, white haired or bald male priests. Surely
Catholic nurses should be recognised, especially at this time in our country, when the

role of the N.H.S. is honoured so prominently. So as I look back to my ordination I
recall joy and sadness and what happened to my mother must surely have had an
influence on my thinking in the years that followed. As we live through ‘lockdown’
and the Covid19 epidemic there will surely be so many initiatives and experiences to
give impetus not only to society but to the Church. At the daily Press Conferences it
has been taken for granted that women should be qualified to stand beside the Minister
to answer questions and to deliver cogent explanations for what was taking place.
Over the years I have subscribed to the ‘The Furrow’, a pastoral monthly
founded in 1950. I must confess that I have not always read the articles but I have
carefully stored the editions in monthly order and have found it fascinating
occasionally to look back over the years. In the March edition for 2014 I was moved by
an article by Ned Prendergast ‘The Eighth Station’: ‘In the midst of all that Jesus is
suffering at the hands of men who are running things, between falling for a second and
third time, he stands there and reaches out for a shivering moment to ‘console’ the
women. There is something in this ‘caught’ moment that is very modern. Can there be
any better place to take our anger, or bewilderment, or guilt or certainty about the role
of women in the Church?’ I found so much to think and pray about after reading this
article by Ned Prendergast: one thought lingers on: Jesus alone, he consoled the women.
In our time what might we hear the women saying to Jesus?
A priest in ‘lockdown
After ordination and the celebration of first Masses we had the joy and freedom
of a week with parents and close friends. So much to show them - Mass in the
catacombs and in St Peter’s Basilica. Here I was able to celebrate Mass in the chapel
below the magnificent High Altar. Every evening we returned to the College for
Benediction and the blessing of hands. But all too soon we were on the platform of
Termini railway station waving farewell to our loved ones whom we had not seen for
three years and had had only a few days in their company because we had to complete
the seminary year and the course at the Pontifical Gregorian University. What about
Mass? Concelebration was many years away. The Second Vatican Council had not yet
assembled. We did what had always been done! That was our mind-set and we did not
question it! We were to celebrate Mass on our own – well not alone, we had an altar
server!
In the College building there were various altars, of course the main altar in the
main chapel at which the Rector celebrated the community Mass at 6.30 a.m. On either
side were four other altars. Upstairs in the tribune (gallery) there were other altars.
Then in another chapel there was an altar and yet another in a room above the sacristy.
Finally there was a chapel for the Religious Sisters. We drew lots for the choice of altar

and I was fortunate to be allotted an altar in the main chapel, to the right of the Martyrs’
picture – the altar of Our Lady of Perpetual Succour – better known now as Our Lady
of Unfailing Help, patron of our Diocese of Leeds and a powerful reminder to me of the
original shrine painting in the church of St Alfonso, where we had made our retreat in
preparation for ordination.
The four of us newly ordained priests would process out of the sacristy behind
the Rector and go to our separate altars. Obviously we had to lower out voices! For at
least six months that was how I celebrated Mass; a good preparation for celebrating
now on my own in this present ‘lock down’. Some priests say that they find it difficult
to celebrate Mass on their own. In the present situation I have found it profoundly
uplifting.
I reside in one of seven dwellings which were built specially for retired priests.
That was twenty years ago and the joke was that they were so popular that the priest
residents would not die, despite the waiting list. Originally the design was for a
bungalow, but the need for a spare room, perhaps for a guest, was necessary. So there
is an ‘upper room’. Some priests use it as a study, others for guests, or extra storage
space. In this period of ‘lock down’ with all the restrictions or ‘distancing’ etc Parish
Priests have been taking advantage of the advances in technology to enable the faithful
to keep in contact with the celebration of Mass. It will be interesting to discover what
impact this new form of ‘communal’ worship will have had upon actual attendance/
participation at Holy Mass. As one of those ‘vulnerable and at serious risk’ I was
encouraged by our bishop to celebrate Mass alone; and that is where I have so greatly
benefited from my ‘upper room’.
On a splendid desk bequeathed by a former occupant I have my altar. The
crucifix and candles are the holy items bought by my mother for the ceremony of Holy
Communion at home. My chalice is the one presented by friends to me at ordination.
My name, date of ordination are inscribed on the base. The altar missal is one I bought
several years ago when the new edition was published. With poor eyesight I am
grateful for the large print. I wear a chasuble made for me over thirty years ago by a
cousin, a religious Sister of Notre Dame, and a variety of different coloured stoles.
It is the actual experience of celebrating Mass on my own which has brought me
so much spiritual joy and strength. There will be many raised eyebrows on hearing
this. I am fully aware of the profound teaching on the Holy Mass – the wonderful first
document of the Second Vatican Council on the importance of the Sacred Liturgy. I can
look back and rejoice that I have been privileged to celebrate Mass with and for so many
communities in all the various parishes I have served, the large gatherings for example
in Lourdes and Rome; a concelebration with St. John Paul II in his chapel in the Vatican.

So many, many thousands of time have I celebrated Mass and I have far exceeded the
Lord Jesus in the number of people I have fed with Holy Communion. Yes, these and
so many treasured memories of Masses celebrated flood back into my mind. So now I
value my present experience in a time of grace to reflect more deeply on what I have
been doing ‘in persona Christi’ for nearly sixty years of priesthood.
The ‘Upper Room’ has been a setting for a spiritual Retreat. I have come to
realise in a new way the ‘Mystery of Faith’. I think that I can now grasp what St.
Augustine said about his search for God and for love. The answer was ‘present’ all the
time, within him. He had been on the outside and thus was not fully satisfied: ‘Late
have I loved you’ exclaimed St Augustine.
Celebrating Mass without a congregation present could be a temptation to
simply ‘say Mass’. Mass is never celebrated alone; there is always a congregation, the
community worldwide which is the Church, the People of God. I feel that ‘community’
even more under these conditions. How frequently the prayers call me to ‘remember’.
How often the proclamation is about the Resurrection of Jesus, how frequently is the
prayer for ‘eternal life’? The Eucharistic Prayers frequently prompt me to pause perhaps
at a phrase, perhaps on just one word. Have I been missing so much over my years of
priesthood?
Then, once again, I look back to my years of preparation for the priesthood.
Perhaps we took the Mass for granted; it was part of our daily programme, perhaps it
was assumed that we had absorbed the wonder of it all. In those final months before
ordination I prepared diligently to celebrate Mass. There was an impressive (and large)
book on how to celebrate Mass. I and a fellow ordinand took it very seriously. We met
at one of the side altars to practice ‘saying’ Mass. There were so many instructions to
master – when to genuflect, when to make the sign of the cross, when to bow one’s head
and of course to make sure that we had mastered the Latin. After weeks of practice the
Rector came to observe and comment upon how we had prepared. It was a ‘dry Mass’.
We had passed his scrutiny. We could go on to be ordained to celebrate Mass. Alas, I
now realise that the ‘outward observances’ were not the same as understanding the
mystery and the wonder of what was actually happening. I cannot remember ever
having any lecturer or member of staff carefully, reverently reflecting and meditating
on the Mass in its entirety. It makes me think that in schools and parishes a whole
syllabus might be constructed around this theme, provided one is aware of the danger
of it becoming a source of knowledge, rather than a spiritual treasure. I leave it to others
to strike the balance! In the early years of my priesthood while on the staff of St Thomas
Aquinas Grammar School, Leeds, I was invited to be a member of R.E. teachers to
prepare a syllabus for R.E. It was not one of the best experiences of my life! I recall
with sympathy a poster depicting people squabbling with the caption ‘God so loved the

world that he did not send a committee.’ We failed to produce an acceptable syllabus
but I still held the view that a very acceptable syllabus could be based upon the Acts of
the Apostles; so many things could be developed from it e.g. What is the Church? The
fundamental gospel of the death and resurrection of Jesus; to be a follower of ‘The Way’;
the Church on mission and so on. In reading of the Acts of the Apostles in my upper
room during Eastertide I have been struck by how many topics for further reflection
occur to me as one is guided through the early years of the history/life of the followers
of ‘The Way’.
Shortly after I arrived at the Venerable English College in Rome we entered
Retreat. This was a fairly new experience for me, unlike several of my fellow ‘first year’
who had attended Junior Seminaries. I knew nothing about the Divine Office – chanted
in Latin when I could find the right page. We went dutifully into the chapel to hear a
priest give talks. These were followed by periods when we could retire to our rooms.
I was not certain what to do. So I decided to read the Acts of the Apostles from
beginning to end. I am glad I did. It was quite a revelation; it was beneficial to have
read it in that limited period of time. I took heart that my confirmation name is Paul –
I felt a companion on his journey. That word ‘journey’ is important. It is amazing to
reflect on the journeys of St Paul, the distances travelled by land and sea in order to
announce the ‘Good News’ – the life, death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ,
his forgiveness and mercy. St. Paul thought nothing of the pain and suffering he had
to endure. He was focused. We can appreciate why we say that ‘The Church is
Mission.’
In the huge ‘Aula’, lecture hall, in the Pontifical Gregorian University I listened
to a Jesuit professor explaining how ‘the Church is a perfect society’. It was based upon
legal definitions and comparisons with secular societies. Fortunately in the same year
I returned as a priest to England the Second Vatican Council reflected on the Church,
especially the Church in the modern world, and sought for images from Sacred
Scripture. Finally the description which they concluded as most apt was that of a
PILGRIM CHURCH. In the Acts of the Apostles the followers of Jesus ‘The Way, the
Truth and the Light’ had obeyed the instruction of the Lord to go out from Jerusalem,
Samaria and to the ends of the world. Inspired by the Holy Spirit St Paul reaches Rome,
the capital of the Empire and for St Luke, the author of the Acts of the Apostles, this can
be seen as reaching the end of the world. The Second Vatican Council took up the theme
of journey, the Pilgrim Church on a journey. Our journey in faith, a pilgrimage to
eternal life.
One of the most well-known Resurrection appearances of Jesus took place on a
journey; the two downcast disciples of Jesus on their way from Jerusalem to Emmaus.
The stranger joins them and warms their hearts through a journey through Sacred

Scripture revealing how various events fit together and the climax came when they
stopped for a meal – the breaking of bread – Our Lord truly risen! Since Vatican II a
pastoral programme known as ‘Journey in faith’ has been introduced, helping people
to see their life as a journey, not aimless and meaningless but with real purpose, because
we are all on a journey; no one is superior to another. There are so many inspiring
images connected with pilgrim church, above all it has purpose. We are not alone. At
the Ascension Jesus did not leave us, in fact he is closer to us now. ‘I am with you
always’ was his promise. So our journey is with and in Jesus Christ. St. Paul taught so
powerfully that we are the Body of Christ.
However, we have to purify our understanding of what pilgrim means in today’s
world. For many it conjures up places of pilgrimage, such as Lourdes. A pilgrimage is
a journey to a holy place, but there is a danger of it becoming more of a holiday than
what was originally associated with pilgrimage. This is not to say that a pilgrim should
be a kill-joy, miserable. Quite the opposite. But there is a realism: to travel light, ‘to
keep right on to the end of the road’ as Harold Lauder, the Scots singer urges us. The
Venerable English College in Rome owes its origin to pilgrimage. The original building
was converted into a seminary for English clerical students in 1579. The coat of arms
continued to bear the symbol of the pilgrim – the shell-fish dish the pilgrim carried
when asking for alms. The Venerable English College, founded on the original Hospice
which was a place of rest for a pilgrimage achieved, became the place from which men
were sent out, back to England. Often the long pilgrimage through Europe ended with
suffering and even martyrdom.
The pilgrim Church, the people of God, traces its history back into the Old
Covenant. The choice of a people by God and the call, or vocation, to a promised land.
That is why we honour people like Abraham, Moses, the prophets and all who held fast
to their vision of a promised land. But when the final leader came, Jesus, the incarnate
Son of God, revealed that it was not a promised land in territorial definitions, but an
everlasting home in heaven. That is the hope and promise proclaimed today by the
pilgrim Church. Yes, creation and especially human beings and their welfare are sacred
and important, but the Church points to eternal and everlasting promises which should
serve to shape our lives and our attitudes.
The ‘Upper Room’ has a powerful call to the pilgrim Church. In my own ‘upper
room’ I remain very much a pilgrim.

SAINTS IN LOCKDOWN

In preparation for the visit to these lands by Pope St. John Paul II in 1982 we were
asked to prepare spiritually. My great friend, Canon Harold Parker, with whom I had
been a student for seven years in the Venerable English College, Rome, decided to share
this preparation by ‘exchanging pulpits’. I travelled to his church of St. Mary in
Bradford for the midday Mass on weekdays. I took as my theme ‘Saints in my life’ –
not meaning those I had actually met but selecting one each from different centuries to
explain their relevance now; saints who in some way had come into my life. For
example I spoke about St. Athanasius. He had come into my life at an important time.
I was on Retreat with my fellow members of my ‘Year’ in preparation for the
Subdiaconate. I mention elsewhere that although the Subdiaconate no longer exists, for
us it was a very important decision. The Subdiaconate was called one of the Major
Orders; it was not part of the Sacrament of Holy Orders - Deacon, Priest, Bishop, but it
was a time of decision. The vow of celibacy, the undertaking of praying the Divine
Office every day on behalf of the Universal Church. Each day during the Retreat we
had Mass celebrated by a Redemptorist priest and one of us was Mass Server. My turn
for serving at Mass fell on the feast of St Athanasius about whom I knew very little! But
because of the association with the Subdiaconate I discovered more about his
significance and his contributing to an understanding of the wonder of the Incarnation.
St Athanasius vigorously defended the teaching of the Church that Jesus was truly God
and truly man. We know from the Acts of the Apostles that St. Paul was ridiculed in
Athens for proclaiming that Jesus had risen from the dead. In the early centuries there
were frequent and often heated arguments about the humanity and divinity of Jesus.
Even in our days people would accept Jesus as an outstanding man, but not divine. On
the other hand some cannot really accept that Jesus was truly human, that he really did
suffer and die. So when the feast of St. Athanasius was celebrated on 2nd May I
remembered that Subdiaconal Retreat, the ‘saints in my life’ with Harold Parker I
decided to reflect on ‘Saints in my Lockdown’ and looked at one week for examples and
inspiration. The saints honoured in the week in which I am actually recording these
thoughts have relevance in my life. They are St. Bede the Venerable, St Philip Neri, St
Augustine of Canterbury, Pope St. Paul VI and the Yorkshire Martyrs.
Monday, 25th May - St. Bede the Venerable, priest and doctor of the Church.
Thinking of this saint teaches me the danger of misusing a saint for one’s own agenda.
I myself fell into this mistake. St. Paul was saddened by his community of Corinth
when they split into factions – ‘I am for Paul, I am for Cephas, I am for Apollos’, we can
hear the cries of ‘I am for St. George’. ‘I am for St. Patrick’ ‘I am for St. David’. That is

acceptable in the various Six Nations Rugby competitions. But national fervour in other
situations can involve the saint in less acceptable light. At St. Michael’s College we were
divided into ‘Houses’ each with a patron saint. I was in ‘More House’ under St Thomas
More. I, therefore, disliked ‘Fisher’ , it took me a long time realise the importance of St.
John Fisher; perhaps only when I went to Cambridge to study for the Certificate in
Education did I come to appreciate his real stature and importance, especially in the sad
period of the Reformation. The other ‘House’ was ‘Campion’. St Michael’s was staffed
by members of the Society of Jesus. Edmund Campion was a Jesuit martyr also during
the Reformation period, so he was accepted. But as a school we united our differences
in a common cause against – St Bede – our soccer rivals in Bradford. In one match
against St. Bede’s I suffered a serious eye injury. In those days the football was made
of leather, inside was a bladder which had to be filled with air and then laced up. On
this particular occasion the ball hit my eye and very probably the laced up part did the
damage. I went off the pitch unable to see through my left eye. Somehow I got home
but there had been no improvement by the Monday, when I went to the A and E at
Leeds Infirmary and was admitted as a patient. After a few days I was wheeled down
to the operating table where, under the powerful light my eye was examined again and
I heard the consultant say: ‘I think there has been an improvement. I won’t operate.’ So
I was wheeled back to the ward. Soon after that sight gradually returned to my eye and
I was able to say correctly how many fingers the consultant was holding up. What a
relief! This was my final year at St. Michael’s and I was able to go to University. But
my left eye in particular has continued to be a cause for concern; indeed both eyes are
not great. Like my patron St. Paul, I have had to bear the sting of the flesh. Some experts
think that he suffered from eye trouble. But the result of my footballing injury is that I
associated it with St Bede. Again it took some time for me to rectify this dislike!
Going to Durham University brought untold blessings. Apart from annual
holidays in beautiful Scarborough I had not lived away from Leeds. In the North East
I ‘met’ more saints. In St. Michael’s College I had come to know the saints of the
Reformation of the sixteenth century. In Durham I came to know the giants of the
Anglo-Saxon period. Although further away in real terms they seemed to be much
closer. My College, Hatfield, stood within a short distance of the magnificent Durham
cathedral. ‘Grey Towers of Durham. Yet well I love thy mixed and massive piles. Half
church of God, half castle against the Scot.’ (Sir Walter Scott.) Who would fail to be
impressed by Durham cathedral? Whenever I return I sit quietly simply to absorb the
size and the beauty. I always visit the Shrine of St. Cuthbert behind the High Altar.
This shrine used to be beautifully decorated, one of the most popular in the country
until the desecration during the Reformation. But the Shrine is still a focus for prayer
and a visit to Durham would not be complete without praying to the great St. Cuthbert.
At the opposite end to this shrine – and nearer to the entrance of the Cathedral is the

Galilee Chapel and here in the beautiful setting of this chapel lies St. Bede the Venerable.
St. Bede is a suitable saint for the ‘Lockdown’. He remained in the monastery of Jarrow
for all his life as a monk, content to be able to study the Scriptures, instruct his fellow
monks and was the author of the ‘Church history of the English People.’ I read ‘History’
at the university. I came to respect and love St. Bede. A prayer of St. Bede: ‘And I pray
you, good Jesus, that as you have graciously granted me to take with delight the words
that give knowledge of you, so you will grant of your loving kindness, that I may come
at length to you, the fount of all wisdom, and stand for ever before your face. Amen.’
As well as the Durham connection with St. Bede I must highlight the dedication
of a seminary in Rome built next to the Basilica of St. Paul, the Beda College. One of my
constant friends since entering the English College in 1955, Canon Brian Dazeley served
as Rector of the Beda College and I was able to spend some time there. The Beda College
trains older students for the priesthood. Many of our diocesan priests are former Beda
students. St Bede who dedicated his life in the monastery at Jarrow in prayer, study
and education, has been adopted as patron of many places of learning, for example St
Bede’s, Manchester from where many vocations to the diocesan priesthood of Salford
came. In the Diocese of Leeds St. Bede’s in Bradford has a proud record of nurturing
vocations.
Tuesday, 26th May - St. Philip Neri Over recent weeks there has grown the
custom of showing appreciation of all the carers during the pandemic by coming out to
applaud on a Thursday. My mind turns to St. Philip Neri who in his own dedication to
the care of the sick in Rome is an example of a long list of women and men who have
responded to the plight of the sick and the suffering by involving themselves in
practical and self-sacrificing acts of mercy.

Often religious congregations have

blossomed, formed by people attracted by their example. St. Philip Neri was born in
Florence but came to Rome to give assistance to the sick.

He also realised the

importance of assisting the youth. Out of this community was formed the Oratory.
Philip Neri knew the importance of the teaching by the Lord Jesus ‘Without me you can
do nothing’. Thus prayer (oratio) was vital. The Oratory has grown over the centuries.
Here in Yorkshire in the city of York the Oratorians have established a community
within walking distance of the famous Minster. After being received into the Catholic
Church in 1845 John Henry Newman went on to be ordained a priest and founded the
Oratory in Birmingham. There were memorable celebrations at the Oratory when
Newman was canonised recently. I was not in Rome with the contingent from England
for the great event but my mind went back to my own college days and the link with
the original Oratory. It is said that Philip Neri was often in a small church near the
Venerable English College on the Via Monserrato. The College at that time had only
recently become a seminary for priests returning to England when hostility was at its

height. Over a number of years many of the priests were martyred. Tradition was that
St. Philip would greet the students, in Latin – Salvete flores martyrum (Hail flowering
martyrs). Centuries later, in my time, this greeting would raise a smile; but in late
sixteenth century it was no joke, it was stark reality.
Of all the many churches in Rome the ‘Chiesa Nuova’ is among my favourites.
Inside is the body of St. Philip Neri, a focus of devotion in a side chapel which is large
enough to accommodate a sizeable congregation. I know because the Rector of the
English College celebrated Mass there with the students to honour the saint and to
maintain the long associationship of the College and the Oratory. It was in this church
that the bishops of England and Wales came to celebrate the anniversary of the
establishment of the College. Whenever I have been able to revisit Rome I have valued
the time spent in that church in silent prayer. This is a beautiful place, so much to
admire.
Wednesday, 27th May - St Augustine of Canterbury ‘Non Angli sed Angeli.’ If we
smiled at the greeting ‘Salvete flores martyrum’ we had to grin and bear it when greeted
as ‘Angeli’ or angels. We blamed Pope Gregory. The story goes that when Gregory
enquired about the nationality of young blond-haired men up for sale as slaves in Rome,
he was told that they were ‘Angli’ – men from Anglia. Gregory was moved to comment
‘not Angles but Angels’ – and that has stuck for so many centuries. But to give Pope
Gregory his due he was determined to help the ‘Angli’ – to continue the great work of
spreading the Gospel. He would travel to this far off land. But the Holy Spirit
intervened, Gregory was elected Pope. He had a good excuse long before Popes
travelled the world, not to come, but he did send St. Augustine and a group of monks
in his name. Despite some reluctance St. Augustine eventually landed at Kent and was
fortunate to be received well by the queen who herself was a Christian. Soon Augustine
and his fellow monks were able to establish churches. He himself became the first
bishop of Canterbury. So far so good. It would appear that Christianity was brought
to these lands when St. Augustine landed in 597 A.D. But when I travelled from Leeds
to Durham as a ‘Fresher’ I had a lot to learn during my three years as an undergraduate.
I had been born into a Catholic family, baptised and confirmed. On Sundays I
walked the two miles to the Catholic Church with my brother and parents. I attended
a college and was taught by Jesuits. Once in Durham in Hatfield College I was away
from my familiar surroundings and Catholic culture and I began to be challenged about
my beliefs and in general called upon to explain or defend what it meant to be a
Catholic. It was a very new situation and on my first vacation back in Leeds I made for
St. Michael’s College to ask Fr. Rector for a copy of the book on Apologetics which we
had studied in the Sixth Form.

I had to make a decision on my very first day in Hatfield. I had been allotted to
share a room in ‘B’ block – one of the older buildings of the original Hatfield Hall, before
it became a College. My new companion was Anthony Longshaw from Manchester.
Apart from early days at home in Leeds when my brother John and I shared a room I
had not shared a room. We are approaching the great feast of Pentecost and I can only
assume that the Holy Spirit gave me the courage to kneel down at the side of my bed to
say my prayers. Anthony kept silent and no comment was made! The first term ended
before Christmas. On our return, on the first night Anthony himself knelt down by the
side of his bed. He later explained that at home in Manchester he had told his parents
about this Catholic who had said his night prayers and his mother said ‘And you should
do the same.’ Tony was a committed Methodist. This was my first experience of
ecumenism.
One of the greatest blessings from my years in Durham was the friendships with
students who were not Catholics. Notice how I have made a judgement i.e. ‘not’. What
I learned was that they were committed Christians and that has taught me to realise
that we are indeed committed to a real person, Our Lord Jesus Christ.
I came to appreciate the Bible. I was invited to a Bible Study evening by
members of D.I.CC.U (Durham Inter Collegiate Christian Union) but I declined: it
seemed rather radical! Later I came to realise how much Sacred Scripture meant
especially to my Non-conformist friends. They attended the local Methodist chapel and
told me about the importance of the sermons, the Scripture studies and the group
discussion which followed over light refreshments.

There was obviously more

involvement expected of the congregation than at the usual Catholic Sunday Mass!
Some of these friends became Lay Preachers; Anthony Longshaw still officiates in his
area. Until his retirement and death another of this group of friends, Derek Hinchliffe,
was a Lay Preacher as well as a Headteacher. On taking early retirement he trained for
full-time ministry. So Derek had a second retirement – which I attended at Bollington
(Macclesfield). The theme was ‘This is your life’ and was done very professionally.
Derek recorded events in his life in his own book; packed with fascinating accounts of
his life in local politics as well as teaching and ministry. We were great friends; I keep
in contact with his daughter. Although the majority of my religious friends were Nonconformist there is one person who had a great impact on me – Bevan Wardrobe (one
joked about his surname at one’s peril!). Bevan was a ‘mature’ student, several years
my senior. After working on the railways and National Service in the Far East, he
advanced from Methodism to the Anglican Church and was in his third and final year
as an ‘ordinand’ when I arrived. Our friendship continued to his death.
These recollections come under the feast of St Augustine of Canterbury. The
present Archbishop of Canterbury is an Anglican. But the first Archbishop of

Canterbury had been sent and appointed by the Bishop of Rome, Pope Gregory. The
magnificent Durham cathedral originally had Catholic bishops; the North East in
general was full of Catholic heritage. It was good that Bevan and I were such firm
friends; we agreed to differ but Bevan’s heart was certainly of the ‘High Anglican’
mould. On my journey to Rome in 1955 I stayed overnight in Bevan’s London parish
and we corresponded regularly over the seven years. Back in England as a priest Bevan
and I met frequently when for many years he was Headmaster of York Minster Choir
School. Then one day I received a phone call. ‘Gerald you won’t believe this. I have
been appointed Vicar of Rome.’ He explained that he was to be the vicar of All Saints,
the Anglican Church in Rome, not far from the famous ‘Spanish Steps’ and also chaplain
to the British Embassy. This meant that Bevan was able to see far more of Rome and
Italy than I had been able to do under the restrictions of College life. Bevan also met
the Pope and Church dignitaries and was a guest in many establishments. He even
boasted to me of being a frequent guest when Mgr Jack Kennedy was Rector of the
College.
On retirement Bevan spent some years as a Chaplain to the Anglican community
at San Remo (near Monaco) but this time there had been a reversal in religious practices.
The Anglican congregation had dwindled from the years before World War II; the
Anglican church had been sold to a Catholic religious Congregation with permission
for a weekly Anglican Service.

On one visit I celebrated Mass for the Catholic

congregation. Bevan’s final retirement was Cheltenham, where he assisted (as ‘Dad’s
Army’ he said) at Tewkesbury Abbey. I preached at his funeral in that magnificent (preReformation) Abbey church. Just as the coffin was about to be lowered into the grave,
Bevan’s brother stepped forward to remove the stole; he handed it to me saying that
Bevan wanted me to have it. I appreciated that sign of friendship and I have worn it on
many occasions.
So I can record that my ecumenical relations forged at Durham have had a
profound effect on my ministry. In the various parishes I have valued the friendships
of the ‘Fraternals’ – sharing so much with Anglican and Nonconformists in particular.
As the train approaches Durham railway station there is a magnificent view of
the cathedral. However, standing tall between the station and the cathedral is the
church of St Godric, the Catholic Church built in honour of the saint who spent the latter
years of his life at Finchale Priory, a few miles further up the river Wear. I attended
daily Mass there. There was also a Catholic Society rather strangely to my mind called
the Plumtree Society. It had nothing to do with fruit, but was dedicated to Thomas
Plumtree, a priest who had been martyred in the local market square. In this small
Catholic group we were supported by Fr. Gerald Culkin who travelled weekly from
Ushaw College and especially by Prof. Louis Allen of the French Department. Louis

made a name for himself as a member of the ‘Brains Trust’ and for fostering good
relations with Japan. There is a bush and plaque in his honour on Palace Green within
the shadow of the castle and cathedral.
Looking back on the Durham experience I sense that my vocation to the
priesthood owes a lot to my friendship with other Christians and also to the fact that I
was called upon to give an account of my faith (as St. Paul said) when other students
were facing up to the fundamental questions of life. The Jesuits at St. Michael’s College
had given me a firm foundation. Bevan had called me the ‘Roman’. I am happy to be
a ‘Roman Catholic.’
Friday, 29th May - St Paul VI 1978 is known as the ‘year of the three Popes’. My
father died in the January - on the Feast of St. Thomas Aquinas, the patron of the school
in which I was teaching. I hoped to give my mother a holiday so I drove her to a convent
in Hastings which had been suggested by my friend Fr. Michael O’Reilly, who as Vicar
for Religious had contacts there. It was not a great success. Mine was a small car and
the distance was too long. However, the visit was memorable. Late on the feast of the
Transfiguration, 6th August, it was announced that Pope Paul VI had died. Our little
community gathered to pray for him although some had already retired to bed. In the
subsequent months we had the election and death of Pope John Paul I, followed by the
election of the first non-Italian Pope for centuries. Thus 1978 became known for three
Popes.
Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor, without revealing secrets of the Conclave,
told us that each Cardinal voting at the election of Pope was asked to select the name
he would take if chosen. I suppose this was intended to avoid delays. Angelo Roncalli,
Cardinal Archbishop of Venice, in 1958 had opted for John – he was in good company,
twenty two other Popes had chosen the name of Jesus’s beloved disciple. Cardinal
Montini of Milan chose ‘Paul’. Again he would be thinking back to the great apostle St.
Paul and not the previous five Popes of that name. As we know many years later the
Cardinal from Argentina surprised the Church by taking the name Francis – there is
quite a lot in a name!.
‘In my earlier work, Theophilus’ – to quote the opening line of the ‘Acts of the
Apostles’ I have described the impact of the election of Pope St. John XXIII. In ‘Ruby
Thoughts’ celebrating the fortieth anniversary of the arrival at the Venerable English
College, Rome, of the group of seventeen students for the priesthood in 1955, I tried to
convey the atmosphere of expectation during the days of the Conclave and the surprise
at the final outcome. Even the Cardinal announcing from the balcony of St. Peter’s
Basilica could not remember the name of the chosen pontiff. Angelo Roncalli had not
been the bookmakers’ favourite, but as John XXIII he certainly made an impact on the

Church and the world during the years of preparation; so much excitement. But I was
not in Rome for the opening of the Council. As a priest I had returned to England in
July 1962. The Second Vatican Council opened the following September.
John XXIII had the joy of presiding over the opening of the Council, but he did
not survive long after. Another Conclave had to be summoned. I had heard it said
before the election of ‘good Pope John’ that a certain Archbishop Montini of Milan
might be a contender. But he was not a cardinal. Pope John created Montini a Cardinal
and it took the electors little time to choose him to succeed John XXIII. As I said he took
the name Paul VI and he authorised the Council to resume its deliberations. As
Archbishop of Milan Montini had been a firm supporter of the vision of the Council
and he had kept his Archdiocese well informed of the progress by publishing regular
reports. Pope Paul VI then had the task of ensuring that the Council proceeded with
the challenging programme of ‘opening its windows’ to the breath – or wind of the Holy
Spirit. It was no easy task. In our own country we have witnessed the disruptive
factions of ‘Brexit.’ The Media coverage over fifty years ago did not have all the sources
of communication with which we are now so familiar, but even so there were strong
opinions held among Church members and others. But Pope Paul was able to preside
over the final Constitutions and Declarations which were decided upon by the members
of the Council and he gave his official authorisation for their publication and
acceptance. I found it significant that the first Constitution authorised was the Decree
on Sacred Liturgy. My recent personal experience during the ‘Lockdown’ and the
celebration of Holy Mass have made me appreciate that the Sacred Council brought
home to us our hierarchy of values.
After the conclusion of the Second Vatican Council I can say, with all humility,
that I was one of those ‘bridge builders’ helping to introduce, not only the reformed
liturgy, but also the spirit of the Council. The Council which had formed me and the
Church for many centuries was the Council of Trent – the reforming Council of the
sixteenth century. I did not hear of Trent by name until my years in the Seminary, but
I would realise how, as a member of the Church, it served to have such an influence on
my faith and practice. In the Seminary it appeared that not a lot had changed since the
Reformation period. I was ordained in the Tridentine Rite; Mass and all the sacraments
were ministered in Latin, our lectures and examinations were ministered in Latin. So
as the liturgical reforms were gradually introduced for many it was the Latin language
which became a focus for debate and even heartache. The vision of the Declaration on
the Sacred Liturgy was more than about the use of Latin, it was an invitation to
participate more deeply in the ‘Mystery of Faith’. I did not find it difficult to celebrate
Mass facing the people. In Rome one of my favourite churches to visit was the
Benedictine monastery of St. Anselm. Even then the Benedictines were leading by

example in our understanding of worship. The altar faced the people. I celebrated my
second Mass after ordination at that altar. The following day I was in the catacombs
with Mass facing the people, and of course most people are familiar with the Papal Altar
in St. Peter’s Basilica.
As described earlier, I was trained and examined on the actions (the signs of the
cross, the genuflections, the bowing of the head) but little consideration of the voice,
which is rather important when speaking to the faithful at Mass! This leads to the
importance of the homily. I have to ask myself if I do remember correctly, and my priest
friends ordained with me assure me that it is correct. Not once did we receive/hear a
homily during Mass!! There was community Mass every morning – no homily. There
was High Mass (priest, deacon and subdeacon and acolyte) on Sunday, but no homily.
We did attend a Sermon class in one of the chapels in which a student in theology would
deliver a sermon/homily; this would be followed later in the week by a Sermon class
during which observations criticisms were offered. So I would have given three or four
of this type of sermon. My Durham Methodist friends would have been appalled.
Back in England I did not find it easy at first to prepare a Sunday homily. I was
not greatly encouraged by seeing the back two rows of men get up and go for a smoke
when I approached the pulpit! But confidence gradually came.

I surprised one

congregation by delivering a (short) homily on a Holy Day. That is all in the past. The
homily is an accepted and important part of the Mass; which means that delivery has
to be satisfactory and there perhaps the ‘sermon class’ had a value. There seems to be
no gentle and charitable way of helping a ‘homilist (priest or deacon) to be heard
distinctly and clearly.
To return to Paul VI. He was obviously an extremely sensitive person and what
a task he faced after the euphoria of ‘Good Pope John’. My own pastoral experiences
made me appreciate his task. But his successors valued his pontificate and that of his
predecessor by taking the name John Paul. Apart from his important journeys abroad,
including addressing the United Nations Assembly and then preparing the way for the
many pastoral journeys of the Polish Pope John Paul II. Paul VI canonised the Forty
Martyrs of England and Wales. It was on Sunday, 25th October. Fr. Michael and I were
on a mid-term holiday from school. The year was 1970, it was pouring down in Wales
when we heard the Pope proclaim these women and men to be saints of the Church.
One of the forty was St. Ralph Sherwin, the first of the priests of the Venerable English
College to be martyred. There was also the Yorkshire housewife, St. Margaret
Clitherow. Our Catholic communities thanked St Paul VI for valuing and recognising
the heroism of so many people.

In 1974 I made a visit back to Rome and the College. In a General Audience in
the Vatican, Paul VI greeted a visiting bishop – the Bishop of Aquino. I was startled to
realise that it was the seventh hundred anniversary of St. Thomas Aquinas. My school
was dedicated to that saint, so I had to think about ways of celebrating this anniversary
in Leeds. I might have missed it but for Paul VI and his guest.
Saturday, 30th May - The Yorkshire Martyrs On entering St. Anne’s Cathedral,
Leeds, there is a Shrine on the right. A painting depicts the Yorkshire martyrs – a
reminder of the sacrifice of so many women and men. During the recent Pandemic
there arose a custom of pausing to applaud all those involved in caring and helping in
any way. Obviously members of the N.H.S. were being thanked, but also people
realised that a vast number of other people needed to be included. The list grew daily
as it was realised how many people were ‘doing their bit’. This helps us to appreciate
the Yorkshire Martyrs. Instead of singling out prominent people the shrine wants to
emphasise the part played by all these Yorkshire Martyrs. This is rather like the
teaching proclaimed by the feast of All Saints; each person in her or his way showing
how the love of Christ and the gift of the Holy Spirit have been lived out in their own
personal lives. Yorkshire is described by some as ‘God’s own county’. We must not
make outrageous claims, in Durham I came to learn about the ‘saints of Durham’. We
are not in competition, but devotion to the martyrs of Yorkshire should remind us that
‘martyr’ originally meant ‘witness’. People living in this county have the vocation to
witness to the values of the Gospel: love of God and love of neighbour. The chorus of
a hymn popular in many communities:
‘Faith of our fathers! Holy Faith!
We will be true to thee till death
We will be true to thee till death’.

TWO BIRTHDAYS

The seventh week of Easter 2020 recorded significant saints’ days enabling me to
recall some events in my life. On this day, as I write, we celebrate the Feast of Pentecost,
the Birthday of the Church, an appropriate occasion indeed for celebration as the
country makes tentative decisions to ease the lockdown during this pandemic. The
contrast could not be greater. At Pentecost, under the power of the Holy Spirit, we can
say that the original Christian community burst forth after the period of lockdown. I
have used the ‘Acts of the Apostles’ to show how the gospel was announced and
proclaimed far beyond Jerusalem. On the Sunday before Pentecost the reading at Mass
from the ‘Acts’ told us that St. Paul had arrived in Rome. This is where St. Luke ends
his book. The Good News had reached the end of the world, at least Rome, the capital
of the huge empire. Now at Mass we return to where and how it all began, the feast of
Pentecost, with such a small group of followers of ‘The Way.’ Followers throughout
the world will celebrate Pentecost as their birthday. The Church is catholic, universal,
and worldwide. One of the truths I learned from my days in the College in Rome was
that the Church is catholic. Simply to sit in the huge Aula (lecture room) of the Pontifical
Gregorian University and look around at the other students, from so many different
countries. I think one estimate reached eighty. But then in St. Peter’s Square (before
‘lockdown’) what a wonderful proof of the catholicity of the Church. Yet this catholicity
of the Church is a reminder of our bonds of charity and love. St. Paul stresses the
importance of helping the needy Christians in Jerusalem. In our day we are constantly
reminded of the suffering of so many Christians throughout the world. The charitable
organisation – ‘Aid to the Church in Need’ (A.N.C.) works tirelessly for the persecuted
and suffering communities. It is difficult to believe that there is so much persecution of
Christians in our world today. The feast of Pentecost speaks about ‘the fire of love’.
Once again there is an opportunity to witness in our society. ‘Aid to the Church in Need’
can reach out to those in great peril. We might say that we need a new Pentecost.
After the Second Vatican Council there was a feeling and a desire for renewal. I
can remember the fervour and commitment of so many Catholics when a Congress for
renewal was summoned to meet in Liverpool. Parishes prepared by sending
representatives who returned to speak of the ‘fire of the Holy Spirit’ stirring the
delegates to ‘renew the face of the earth’. Although it might seem that not all the hopes
of the delegates at Liverpool were fulfilled, there was much progress in the years that
followed. It was a case for remembering that things move slowly in the Church! We can
appreciate the truth behind that judgement by observing how long some of the hopes
and vision of Vatican II have taken to become part of our ‘D and A.’

In our country as the lockdown seems to be opening the way to a new beginning,
it is stressed that life and attitudes will not be the same as before. What was called
‘normal’ will not be the same we are told. I wonder if this can be said about the Church?
Pentecost was a new beginning, bringing freshness and vigour. But not everything that
had gone before was abandoned. The preaching of Peter and Paul show that the Good
News of Jesus Christ was a fulfilment of the great hopes and experiences of the past. As
the Catholic community comes out of ‘lockdown’ I would hope that the good
experiences of recent weeks can be built upon. It would be good to invite parishioners
and others to think about what has taken place; how they have coped, spiritually as
well as materially. What are their hopes? How can they be involved? What are the
priorities? So many ideas come to mind, let us pray to the Holy Spirit for inspiration
and guidance.
‘Light immortal, light divine
Visit thou these hearts of thine
And our inmost being fill.’
I wrote about two birthdays. The birthday of the Church, Pentecost, came after
the week in which particular saints were honoured. At the beginning of that week I
celebrated my own birthday! I belong to that group of elderly people who are asked for
their recollection of events such as V.E, day. I am not actually using a wheelchair, but I
know that younger generations regard me as belonging to a distant era. If asked – ‘yes,
I do remember V.E. day and quite a lot before it’. I was born in Leeds in 1934; I never
knew another family home than the one on the Miles Hill estate. In fact when my
mother died she had lived in No.37 for sixty years. Prior to that she had lived in Hunslet
and she spoke with affection of those early years when St. Joseph’s was a thriving
community. But it came as a shock to learn that mother had left school at the age of
twelve, can you believe it? Think of yourself – myself at that age, going out to work.
She never experienced teenage years. Occasionally it would be apparent that she had
missed out on so much we take for granted; she had a yearning to learn and a real talent
for English. Little wonder that my brother, John, and I were encouraged to value
education and only years later did I appreciate this support.
My father, George, had also come from Hunslet and similarly experienced hard
times. The Creasey family had moved south from Workington in search of a better life.
It was not significantly better, as my grandfather worked as a ‘dustman’. Nowadays it
would be ‘cleansing operative’ and applauded on Thursdays along with the other
essential workers. Not so for grandfather! My own father, like mother, was obviously
bright. He passed the eleven plus examination which gave him a place at the local
grammar school. In the School Certificate examination my father achieved good grades,

especially in Mathematics and he looked forward to gaining a post in banking. But there
was a difficulty. There had to be a financial guarantee; and that was not available. So
my father ended up in Local Government – in the Housing Department. One grain of
comfort – he could get a house after his marriage to mother at St Anthony’s, Beeston in
1927.
Father’s real talent was only recognised as a result of the Second World War.
When he was ‘called up’ he joined the R.A.F. where his ability in organisation skills was
recognised and he soon was promoted to the rank of officer, to Flight Lieutenant indeed.
As a little boy I was so proud to walk by my father’s side when he came home on leave;
other soldiers saluted him in Leeds City Centre. None of my friends had a father who
was an officer; in fact none of them had anyone in the Armed Forces – which I thought
rather strange!
Before father was ‘called up’ I can remember helping to dig a huge hole in our
garden into which was constructed an Anderson shelter. We spent some hours huddled
inside when the Air Raid siren moaned its ominous warning. Leeds was not such a
target for enemy bombers as nearby Sheffield. Even so there was war damage
particularly at Kirkstall Forge, an engineering factory, situated close to Kirkstall Abbey,
which Henry VIII had so badly damaged centuries earlier. I can also boast, if that is the
right word, of being an ‘evacuee’. I was only away from home for a few weeks; the poor
children seen on our screens have known little else than unhappiness in strange
surroundings. The present occupants of dwellings in Whixley are proud of their village.
Indeed, when I summoned up the courage to re-visit it a few years ago I could see that
the cottages had been taken over by prosperous occupants and was an excellent place
for commuters by car. When my brother and I were among a group from our junior
school in Leeds, we were accepted by an elderly couple, Mr and Mrs Wormold. It was
good of them to have offered to take us in, having no children of their own. Mr
Wormold owned a work shed; he was a joiner who also made coffins! On my return
visit I was surprised to see how small the school had been. I say ‘had been’ because it is
now a private residence and not over large. I think that the school was ‘open plan’,
simply because there was only one large classroom.
Coming from a city I had never been alone close to farm animals. I was terrified
when I thought that some pigs were coming for me. The local village lads teased me
into thinking I would be put into the fearsome threshing machine. Religion? My
temporary guardians were made aware that we were Catholics. They themselves were
chapel goers, so they thought if best that my brother and I should go to the local
Anglican Church. We were too young to understand what was taking place. I do recall,
but at the time did not fully appreciate the wonderful act of love, shown by my father
who walked all the way from Wetherby so that he could see us. And he walked all the

way back. We never had a car. This was a wonderful act of love; I fear that I particularly
didn’t show enough gratitude. And that was true about my father’s subsequent war
service. I never entered into a meaningful conversation about his experiences and
judging from the few facts I knew those experiences were dramatic and should have
been shared.
My father was in the R.A.F. Not all members actually fly, but airfields are
necessary and organisation on the ground as well. My father was camp adjutant; he
landed in Normandy a few days after the invasion began. He travelled on a flat
bottomed landing craft. He did say that a nearby craft was blown up. I might have lost
my father. Letters were received by mother, so we knew of the progress through France
right as far as Brussels. Those months must have had their dangerous moments. Then
came V.E. Day – victory, yes, but only in Europe.
The next posting was to Aden to continue the war in the Far East. Mother,
thinking of Scarborough, thought how wonderful it must be on the sands of Aden.
However, before another posting, V.J. Day was announced. The Second World War had
come to an end. The atomic bomb had changed our world. My adult life was dominated
by the controversy over atomic and nuclear deterrents. Popes pleaded with the world
for peace and published encyclicals to stir the consciences not only of world leaders but
the whole of humanity. For many years there has been a ‘World Day for Peace’ for
which different themes were highlighted showing the necessity of facing up to the root
causes of conflict. ‘Peace is not the absence of war but the presence of God.’
My father made the decision to leave the R.A.F. and to return to civilian life. It
must have been quite a shock after having been in a position of some authority to return
to a desk job. Perhaps the lure of being able to watch Leeds United tipped the scales for
his decision. After a few disappointing years he was able to rejoice in the glory gained
by the ‘Whites’ under Don Revie and unbelievably go to Wembley.

Pre-World War II
enjoying Scarborough.
Next mode of transport:
a wheelchair?

Form 1A, St Michael’s College, Leeds. 1945
Front row, second from left: G.C.;
Fifth from left: Brian Bolus who later played for Yorkshire and England at cricket

St Michael’s College, Leeds – Prefects: 1951-2

Centre: Frank Tyson, who later played for England.
Back row: first right – G.C.; Front row: left: Warren Bradley, who later played soccer
for Manchester United and England

Summer 1959. Audience in Castel Gandolfo with Pope Saint John XXIII. Leeds
Diocesan students with Bishop George Patrick Dwyer and Professor Redmond from
Ushaw College.
Front left: G.C., Billy Steele, Mgr Tickle (Rector), Harold Parker and Lloyd Gath

After the imposition of hands upon the ordinands other priests did the same. On the
right is Canon Patrick O’Meara who was my Parish Priest at the Holy Rosary, Leeds.
The other priest is Mgr G. Tickle, Rector of The English College, Rome (G.C. on far
left).

After my hands had been anointed they were bound together with a white cloth and I
touched the chalice and the paten with a host lying on it, while Cardinal Traglia
prayed: “Receive the power to offer sacrifice to God and to celebrate Mass for the
living as well as for the dead. In the name of the Lord. Amen”

QUIS UT DEUS

What memories a photograph can evoke! 1945 heralded the end of World War
Two. It was also the year in which I started at St. Michael’s College. The photograph in
black and white is of Form 1A. There I am in my short trousers seated on the front row.
I counted thirty four of us. It would be fascinating to find out what became of them.
Many went on to universities; at least two became headteachers, and my great friend,
Walter Gilboy, senior lecturer in Physics at Surrey University. He still does research,
maintaining an active mind. When I celebrated the Golden Anniversary of my
ordination, Walter kindly made the long journey from Basingstoke to be with me.
Mentioning long journeys, becoming a member of Form 1A made me realise the long
distances travelled by some of my classmates. There were the ‘York Boys’ who travelled
in by train every day. Others came from Normanton and Wakefield. This was a tribute
to the fine reputation the college had and the dedication and support of parents who
were willing to make sacrifices for a Catholic education. At the time I was at St.
Michael’s it was one of the few Grammar schools in West Yorkshire together with St.
Bede’s, Bradford, for boys and Notre Dame and Mount St. Mary’s in Leeds and St
Joseph’s College, Bradford, for girls
I know that many in that photograph have died. In May there was an obituary
in the ‘Daily Telegraph’ in memory of Brian Bolus. Brian proved himself to be an
outstanding sportsman; he dominated school cricket and fulfilled his potential by
playing not only county cricket for Yorkshire, but by being selected to represent
England. In the obituary it was stated that Brian was instructed by the Yorkshire coach
to help Geoffrey Boycott in his running between wickets. Alas, I recall in a college First
Eleven match I was the guilty batsman when Brian was run out!
Until the College obtained sports facilities at Cookridge, the conditions for soccer
and cricket were extremely primitive. Home games were played on the fields of the
farm at Holt Lane. For me it was a journey by tram as far as the Lawnswood
crematorium terminus, followed by the long walk up to the farm. Others travelled by
‘Sammy Ledgard’ bus from the cathedral to the ‘Lawnswood Arms’ and thence a short
walk.
Cookridge was an improvement but still a fair distance from the city centre; often
it could be very windy and wild. The proximity of the Cookridge water tower shows
that we were on high ground. Changing facilities were good, no need to go to a stream,
the water came from a tap and there were refreshments available. The area is now a
large housing estate. The present occupants are probably unaware of the sacred ground
beneath them.

The College motto was ‘QUIS UT DEUS’ based upon the name of the Archangel
Michael who figures in Sacred Scripture as the upholder of the uniqueness and power
of God. The translation: ‘Who is like God’ is not a question; it is a statement of
undeniable truth. No-one, no one thing, nothing is equal to God. This is a truth not for
schoolboys only: it is a challenge to the world. ‘God is God and there is no other’. In my
missal which I used in my early days there were ‘Prayers to be said after Low Mass’ –
these included a prayer to St. Michael –
‘Holy Michael, Archangel, defend us in the day of battle; be our safeguard
against the wickedness and snares of the devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly
pray, and do thou, prince of the heavenly host, by the power of God thrust down
to hell Satan and all wicked spirits who wander through the world for the ruin
of souls. Amen’.
This prayer has returned to the lips of many of the faithful in recent years.
In 1945 I discovered that most of the teachers were Jesuits; they had S.J. after their
names, Society of Jesus. This Society of Jesus had been founded in the sixteenth century
by a former soldier, St. Ignatius Loyola. Members of the Society had spread throughout
the world, with an emphasis on education. One of the weaknesses of the Church had
been the lack of education. St. Ignatius and his Company aimed to show that knowledge
was no threat to faith. Jesus said: ‘I am the Way, the Truth and the Life’. The Society
sometimes received harsh treatment, but there is pride that the present Pope Francis is
a member of the Society of Jesus.
During my years at the College I was impressed by the dedication of so many of
the Jesuits. I soon discovered that although there was no difference in clerical attire,
some of them were not ordained priests: they were scholastics. The time leading up to
ordination was a long one for the Jesuit and after taking temporary vows they usually
spent some years teaching before taking the solemn vows. Of course some of the Jesuits
had a reputation for discipline but I think that a particular Jesuit is remembered by
countless former pupils – not only at St. Michael’s, Leeds – but also at St. Francis Xavier,
Liverpool, where he was also Headmaster. I refer to the unforgettable A. D. Doyle S.J.!!
So many will have their personal memories; his voice was imitated and his mannerisms
were remembered. Above all he was a superb person, utterly dedicated to his pupils. I
was blessed to have been one of those and I was one of a contingent of ex. St. Michael’s
boys who attended his funeral.
Sadly St. Michael’s College is no longer in existence. The main distinctive original
building remains, but instead of the interior, familiar to me in years gone by, it has been
transformed beyond recognition with up-market apartments, together with lifts and
gymnasium facilities. Where there once was a playground for ‘scratch eights’ 1

competitions and cricket using a ‘potstick’2 in place of a bat, there stands an impressive
building providing flats for nurses and students. Similarly the area to the left also has a
residential block. The Jesuits had gradually left St. Michael’s College during the period
of re-organising Catholic education in the city. First it became one of the co-educational
upper schools and then finally was closed when the site at Notre Dame College was
transformed into a Sixth Form College. Bishop Roche presided at a Mass to celebrate
the hundredth anniversary since the foundation of St. Michael’s. But it was also a Mass
of Thanksgiving. I was proud to be a concelebrant and delighted to meet with friends
from so many years ago.
St. Michael’s no longer exists as a Catholic school, but there is a blue plaque to
record the presence of the Jesuit teachers and the name of the College. This was unveiled
in a ceremony held in the rather splendid entrance hall of the present ‘Hotel’. It was an
entrance never used in my time – being the preserve of the offices of the Rector and
Headmaster. We entered by side doors! As well as that particular plaque inside the
building there is also another on the exterior wall of the grounds, so that anyone
walking along St. John’s Road will be able to pause and give thanks for all the good
achieved in that building.
Printed on my ordination card for 29th October 1961 there are the letters A.M.D.G.
At the beginning of a new page in our exercise books we were taught to write those
letters. It was an excellent reminder that everything we do (not just ‘religion’) is for the
greater glory of God.
AD MAIOREM DEI GLORIAM.
1. Scratch Eights - was the name given to an annual cup competition held during
the lunch hour on the concrete playground where there were goal-posts. Teams
comprised eight pupils ranging from sixth to first form in each team.
Competition was fierce. Once I was in the successful ‘eight.’
2. Potstick – The Jesuit version of cricket, again in the playground. The ‘stick’ was
not made of pot, but of wood, rather like a thin cricket bat without the handle! It
certainly trained many ‘batsmen’. Lunch time could be a dangerous time to be in
the playground, with so many games taking place and balls flying around.

‘AD GENTES DIVINITUS’

The Decree on the Church’s missionary activity was given official approval by
Pope St. Paul VI on 7th December 1965. The opening words continue to be a challenge
well over half a century since the Second Vatican Council stated: ‘Having been sent by
God to the nations to be the universal sacrament of salvation, the Church in obedience
to the command of her founder (Mt. 16.15) and because it is demanded by her own
essential universality, strives to preach the gospel to all.’
As a result of a plea by the Pope for countries to assist those less well provided
with priests and religious, our Diocese of Leeds established a Mission to Peru. Over the
years there has been a ‘Leeds’ presence of priests who have volunteered to serve for a
number of years in some of the poorest districts of that country, especially Tupac
Amaru, near Lima, the capital. The Sisters of Mercy have also borne witness in a
powerful way. When I raised the topic of serving abroad , the then Bishop informed me
that he had already arranged for the next priests to travel to Peru and also that he was
conscious of the situation at St. Thomas Aquinas Grammar School, where I had been a
member of staff. The original intention for the school was that it should be a diocesan
school like St. Bede’s, Bradford, with a community of priests on the staff. Having
started like that with a priest headmaster and four other priests (but in no community
house) as a result of unexpected circumstances I myself was the only one left! Therefore
my ‘mission’ was to remain more local. However, I contacted the Holy Ghost Fathers
and was delighted to hear that I would be welcome to travel to Nigeria in the school
summer vacation to experience life ‘on the mission.’ The first astronauts to land on the
moon were on their return journey to earth when I was looking out of a window on a
plane to Nigeria. Arriving in Kano in the north of the country I transferred to a smaller
aircraft which took me to Jos. At this time Nigeria was just recovering from a bitter civil
war. Biafra, a mainly Christian state, had declared independence. After much suffering
the war was crushed, but one area I was to see still showed the effects of war; buildings
destroyed, hospitals out of action. But thankfully I did not experience fighting during
my weeks in Nigeria.
At Jos I was met by a Holy Ghost father who drove me to Vandeikar in Benue
Plateau state. The major road network has been improved since my bumpy journey in
a Peugeot truck. My host sang the praises of this vehicle which was sufficiently strong
to withstand everything the roads could throw at us! In Vandeikar I was warmly
greeted by Fr. Paddy Ryan who himself had spent some years in the R.A.F. The priests’
house was a solid building. I learned that many of the Holy Ghost fathers were experts
– or wonderfully self-taught experts in the construction of buildings and taught the

local people many skills.

Among my first impressions was the sound of birds,

especially in the evening. During the recent ‘lockdown’ in England many people have
commented on the pleasure of hearing bird songs. In my new surroundings the birds
did not have to compete with the sound of heavy traffic, either on the roads or above in
the air. I was taken by surprise by the suddenness of nightfall, little warning before
darkness. And another thing – there was no electricity; lamps were lit and used, but it
was difficult to read.
I was told that the local people belonged to the Tiv tribe – one which was neither
predominantly Muslim like in the north, nor Christian as in the east. In fact there was
only one student for the priesthood at that time from the Tiv tribe and when the Holy
Ghost fathers met they often discussed what the future would hold after this first
ordination. Well, there has been a transformation. The local Bishop of Makundi, Donal
Murray, was a white missioner and so were the clergy, some from the Kilteegan
Missionary Society. But now in 2020 the Nigerian hierarchy have native origins and
indeed the missionary roles have been reversed. Here in the diocese, as throughout the
land, we have welcomed the commitment of so many priests from Nigeria and other
Africa countries. These priests follow the example of one great missionary St. Paul and
hold him as their patron.
I had arrived at the mission centre, but was not to remain there all the time
because Bishop Murray was to visit the parish to administer the Sacrament of
Confirmation. Here in this Diocese of Leeds we are gradually becoming used to having
more than one church form a parish, with often one priest. On my visit to the Diocese
of Makundi I discovered that there were several out stations ‘in the bush’ to each parish.
So I was taken on these pastoral visitations to places where conditions were very
different from those in this country. We were honoured with the use of a hut each,
remarkably cool, made of mud and thatch. We were privileged to have the protection
of mosquito netting; a great relief for me as those insects seem to zoom in on me. The
local people arrived early for Mass, very early in most cases, after many miles trek on
foot. During one visitation there was only one sponsor for the candidates for
confirmation. This lady was probably the local catechist but it was a little disconcerting
to notice that she was breast feeding her child as she moved along the line of candidates.
I was struck by the names of saints chosen by the young boys and girls. Many of them
seemed to come from the first Eucharistic Prayer, the Roman Canon, with names like
Chrysologus, Anastasia. Good to be linked to the early Christians and a change from
Bernadette.
‘Hosannah’ is the proclamation by the faithful especially on Palm Sunday. Well
it is supposed to be a proclamation but in my experience the participation has been on
the timid side. Occasionally one can involve the children in waving the palms during

the entrance procession. It was not Palm Sunday when I was travelling in the Peugeot
truck with Bishop Murray and Fr. Paddy Ryan. We had turned down a narrow track
when suddenly crowds of cheering people appeared from the undergrowth. They held
shoots uprooted from the local vegetation and shouted ‘Hosannah, hosannah!’ as they
ran behind our truck all the way to the centre of the village. This was in honour of
Bishop Donal, but I felt the pride and exhilaration which must have been felt by the
disciples as Jesus made his entrance into Jerusalem. The involvement and joy of the
faithful have remained in my memory. We defend ourselves by saying that this is not
our culture; but joy and exuberance can lift up our hearts!
Returned to the main Mission Centre, I was invited to celebrate a Sunday Mass
and to preach. I did not know the language. No problem; there was an interpreter to
hand. So I spoke a sentence, paused and the interpreter translated into the local
language and so it continued. Unlike the feast of Pentecost, the faithful did not hear me
speaking in their own tongue! The man with the task of helping the people to
understand what was being said was the main catechist in the parish – an outstanding
man, but I was a little perturbed when it was commented that he might have given a
sermon of his own making instead of mine!
Other memories? I had heard of tropical storms and in the recent year we have
experienced torrential rain in our own country, but the comparatively short storm in
Vandeikar delivered a huge amount of water. The gutters could not cope – water
poured over like a shower, so I did actually take a shower beneath the overflow! A less
enjoyable experience was when I thought a snake was in my room one night. I panicked
and called out to Paddy. Thankfully he heard my cry for help and came with his lamp.
He found nothing, but I was convinced that I had heard the movement of some slivery
creature. This didn’t help my subsequent nights trying to sleep!
After my weeks on the front line of the missionary work of the Holy Ghost
fathers I was driven back to Jos and on by plane to Kano for the flight back to Heathrow.
What a contrast to be in a hotel with all the modern comforts. But I have never forgotten
my visit to Nigeria and I thank the priests from that country who have travelled to the
United Kingdom to serve the needs of the faithful. Occasionally when someone has
commented on not being able to fully understand what the priest is saying, I recall the
time when I needed an interpreter!

VEL PRIMUS VEL CUM PRIMIS

That Latin motto taken from the splendid memorial to Bishop Hatfield in
Durham Cathedral is also the motto of Hatfield College. Few of the present–day
students have much background knowledge of that ancient language; there have been
a few attempts at translation. One comes from a bookmaker’s setting ‘A bet on either a
win or a place’. The simplest translation keeps to ‘Either the first or among the first.’ As
an alumnus of the College I find that it seems to have a particular resonance, not only
in the realm of sport but in my life in general.
I have already recalled my years at St. Michael’s College, Leeds, when I was not
only in the same Form as Brian Bolus but also played in the same cricket First Eleven
with him as our star batsman. He certainly deserved to be described as ‘primus.’ Moving
on to Durham University I turned up at the nets prior to the new cricket season. ‘Gerry,
do you mind if I bowl first?’ The question came from Frank Tyson now in his final year
and already famed for his bowling. In those days in 1953, protective guards were very
basic, no arm or chest pads. At school and in club cricket I thought that I had faced fast
bowling, but that experience in the nets was unforgettable. I am fortunate to be alive to
tell the tale. Frank was called ‘Typhoon’ and certainly ‘Primus.’ I was honoured to be a
fielder. Tyson soon played for England.
My ranking at cricket was roughly the same at soccer. I was selected for the
combined Durham Colleges Eleven, but was not outstanding. The ‘primus’ in the team
was Warren Bradley, a fleet footed and speedy outside right (that was the position in
those days). We kept in touch after leaving university. Warren was signed by
Manchester United when practically a new squad had to be formed following the
Munich air disaster and went on to play for England. Certainly another to rank as a
‘primus.’ I went on to play on the pitches in Rome, not the Olympic stadium, and later
for the school staff against the school First Eleven, although I do recall being invited to
go for a trial with an English Division One club (before the Premier League was formed)
but I had to decline . I had already been ‘signed on’ by Bishop John Carmel Heenan. It
seems impressive when I state I was selected in Rome to represent Europe against South
America. The seminary students had the same talents as the professionals representing
their countries, so we were easily defeated. Our solitary goal was scored by a student
from the German College. Before the days of a Vatican cricket team I was invited to
play for the British Embassy against the Australian Embassy. On the team sheet after
my name was printed: ‘Yorkshire and England’! Nearly there! Playing for the staff
against the School First Eleven had not the same prestige!

Other examples of ‘vel primus’ are the fact that I sat in the same history
department room in Durham as did ‘Biddy’ Baxter who later became famous as the
producer of ‘’Blue Peter’ for many years. Residing as a student in Hatfield in the same
block was Richard Hicks, president of the Boat Club, who later was ordained in the
Church of England and had the harrowing task of ministering to the bereaved and
shocked community following the Hungerford Massacre. I thank the Lord that I was
never faced with such pain and suffering.
I have to be careful about considering ‘primus’ when I think about the next stage
of my life, namely at the Venerable English College. Jesus turned human values upside
down e.g. ‘the first shall be last.’ But on a human level it is interesting to continue to
muse about ‘primus’. During my seven years as a student I was in the company of one
future Cardinal Archbishop, two archbishops and five bishops, as well as both the
Rector and Vice-rector who were also raised to Episcopal rank. I am unable to add up
all those who were awarded rank and honour for other services to the Church. Over the
years I have come to appreciate the many difficulties, problems and pains suffered by
those who have received the fullness of the sacrament of Holy Orders and I pray for
them every day. Bishop Heenan wrote about his years as a bishop under the title ‘A
Crown of Thorns.’
‘Vel cum primis’ might be understood as one of the foot soldiers. This was
especially true when thinking about all the challenges facing the post-Vatican II Church.
I was on the fringe, so to speak, but also had some ideas, a few of which did take root.
As a priest-teacher on the staff I was able to initiate the Parents Association. We began
with an actual baptism of a baby and then broke into small groups to discuss how a
Parents’ Association could be formed and become an important part of the school. We
tried never to forget our baptismal consecration.
As a priest I was able to celebrate Form Masses in the small chapel which was
ideal for the numbers of about thirty. The Mass would have a theme and involve as
much participation as possible, and amazingly even fifth formers would sing when they
were the only ones present. I think also that the challenge of a short homily – or ‘saying
a few words’ greatly helped me when later I celebrated weekday Masses in a parish.
Also, as a priest, I had the advantage of being able to visit the homes of pupils.
Whenever there was sadness, and this was not infrequent, I was able to visit bereaved
families. One of the most difficult was a case of suicide: it made me wonder where, as a
community, we had failed the unfortunately pupil.
Becoming a parish priest without having matured through the years as an
assistant priest I soon discovered that I did not qualify as a ‘primus.’ In the Seminary I
had qualified in philosophy and theology, but not at management skills or

relationships. Over the years I have attended the Annual General Meetings of the
Roman Association and while greatly appreciating the opportunity to meet priest
friends, I have also marvelled at the range of courses made available to the students in
the College. The annual survey of the year by the Rector has made me regret not having
them in my time as a student. I could have been saved a lot of heartache.
Yet from time to time I did have ideas; they do not rank among the top or first
ratings but they could be the foundations for further improvement in a Parish setting.
My first example is entitled ‘Yes to Baptism. Yes to the Lord.’ We all know the problems
associated with First Confessions. What I offer has actually been used and seems to
have been successful. It involves a change of emphasis so that it becomes a personal
acceptance of baptism. Of course there have to be meetings with parents, catechists,
teachers to explain what is to take place and why. The first point is to show from the
Acts of the Apostles that baptism is described as an event for adults, after they had
heard the Word of God and wanted to make a decision. (‘What must we do? Repent
and be baptised’) Our young candidates have already been baptised. They did not know
what was happening, but because you, the parents, loved your child you presented
her/him for baptism and out of love made the promises. Now, we explain to the children
about that love their parents showed, now is the opportunity to make that promise their
own. The young person goes to the priest, perhaps on the sanctuary and says something
like: ‘I am sorry for all my sins since I was baptised – especially...’ After absolution, the
young person goes to a table where there is a large bowl of water, with a parent by
her/his side, scoops up some water and says ‘yes’ while splashing the face. A towel is
handed for drying. In some cases the parents or others had embroidered the particular
name. Thus this hand towel served as a memento for the sacrament. A candle is lit from
the Paschal Candle. I have given just the basic points. Others could be developed e.g.
finding out more about baptismal records. Perhaps praying for the sponsors at that
baptism. With the basic order of service there is opportunity for further personal input.
And a communal celebration of refreshments rounds off what can be a happy
experience.
Another pastoral experiment from my early Mass going years. Not having a car
we walked to Sunday Mass. Now residents living in St. Urban’s Mews, Brookfield Road,
Meanwood, are probably unaware they are living on holy ground. This was the site of
St. Urban’s church, served by the priests at St. Anne’s Cathedral. I grew accustomed to
having different priests for the celebration of Mass. Apart from the four or five at the
cathedral, St Urban’s was also served by the Jesuit fathers from St. Michael’s College. I
enjoyed the variety. But when Bishop Heenan established St. Urban’s as a parish, there
was just one priest for the Masses. For me this did not prove helpful. But we discovered
that the newly drawn parish boundaries excluded us. We now belonged to the Holy

Rosary parish and later I became the first parishioner to become a secular priest.
Thinking back to the early years at St. Urban’s with a variety of priests I have often felt
that in some way, in the present situation of one priest for a parish – and sometimes for
more than one church building- it might be a good idea to try a sort of rota of exchange
system. In one deanery I was involved with two other parish priests who ‘exchanged
parishes’ on one weekend. We all agreed that it was a good idea – and never tried it
again! Perhaps deaneries might like to take up this idea once in a while? It would give
the faithful a new face/voice occasionally. In my years of retirement I have been asked
to celebrate Mass in different parishes, not only in the Diocese of Leeds, but in
Southwell, Grimsby, Newark and elsewhere. I think it was helpful in those parishes, it
certainly was for me.
I opened this section with a motto in Latin; I will conclude with some more Latin.
‘In te Domine speravi, non confundar in aeternum.’ These are the final words of hope and
confidence prayed at the end of the ‘Te Deum’. The ‘Te Deum’ is a magnificent hymn of
praise which has been put to music by many outstanding composers. Like ‘The Creed’
each statement is a source of strength for the Christian. At the Venerable English
College I was soon made very conscious of the singing of the ‘Te Deum’. In the College
Chapel there is a sixteenth century painting known as the ‘Martyrs Picture’. For some
time I thought ‘Martyrs’ referred to the College martyrs, but those depicted on the
painting are St. Thomas of Canterbury and St. Edmund the Martyrs. The major part of
the painting depicts the Blessed Trinity –Father, Son and Holy Spirit. To be honest, that
depiction of the Trinity has never been to my liking! The Father is portrayed as a very
old bearded male, an image which many people have when thinking about God. I can
appreciate why, in the Commandments it is forbidden to make images of God. In my
‘Upper Room’ I have become even more convinced of the mystery of God. But the
painting as a whole is important to me; it connects me with the origins and purpose of
the College. Once the hospice was converted into a seminary to train priests who were
to return to England at a most dangerous time in its history. The ‘Martyrs Picture’
became a focus for commitment and thanksgiving. There arose a beautiful tradition for
those in the College to assemble in the chapel in front of the Martyrs Picture to sing the
‘Te Deum’ when news filtered back from England and Wales of the martyrdom of one
of its former student priests. What a proclamation of faith and hope at a time when
those virtues were so greatly needed!
The tradition of singing the Te Deum certainly inspired me as it must have done
for so many down the centuries. Whenever ‘Romans’ meet annually or locally in
various towns in England for the celebration of ‘Martyrs Day’ you can be sure that the
‘Te Deum’ is sung. Perhaps as some members like myself grow old the standard of

singing might be below that hoped for by a choirmaster, you can be sure that the fervour
is never absent.
The ‘Te Deum’ is a long hymn of praise and thanksgiving. For me it is well worth
persevering to the end, to the last statement of hope and confidence, because for me the
words say something about my own life. ‘In te Domine speravi, non confundar in aeterum.’
Consulting various English translations I have been satisfied with the final part: ‘In you
O Lord I have hoped.’ But I have not found a satisfactory wording for ‘non confundar’
until it suddenly dawned on me - it really was a moment of truth. My ministry as a
priest seemed best described as floundering, but here is the re-assuring promise:’ I shall
not flounder for ever’!! ‘Non confundar in aeternum’

59 NOT OUT (1961-2020)
(Musing on cricket and priesthood)

It has not been the most memorable innings on record: indeed some are surprised
that he is still there at the crease, not out. Certainly there were moments of promise of
exhilarating things to come, moments when the sun shone and he was meeting the ball
in the middle of the bat and occasionally even reaching the boundary with consummate
ease. But the bowling had become tighter, the self assurance wavered and the struggle
to survive became the main preoccupation. Watching from the other end of the wicket
batting looked absurdly easy, there was elegance, style, confidence in those other
batsmen. How he envied them. All he seemed to be doing was to be a foil for their
superior skills, and yet he now realised they were no longer there. Over confidence
might have been the downfall of one or two; the ill advised cavalier shot when playing
down the line with a straight bat would have seen away the danger, leaving braver
things for later occasions. Had there been a hint of irresponsibility in the dismissal of
another? That player had enjoyed, indeed revelled, in the rapturous applause of the
crowd as he plundered the bowling. But when the time came for thinking about the
team, for helping the less gifted player he had little to offer and when he departed there
had been a sense of disappointment at the talent not used to the best advantage both
for himself and the team.
He had, he mused, been more surprised at his own selection: others seemed more
capable and gifted, and yet he had been chosen while others had drifted away from the
practice nets or had been gently told that they were not really suited. Fifty nine had
been a year to remember. In fifty nine John XXIII was Pope, a new team had been
announced. There was to be a fresh, new approach; there was excitement in the air and
the pads were strapped on with tingling anticipation. Fifty nine seemed a wonderful
year, so many people seemed to be fired with a new enthusiasm. Certainly the crowds
were large. But now at fifty nine and still batting, the crowds have dwindled. The few
who remain are certainly loyal and probably more knowledgeable but they are also
severe at times in their criticism. Yet there is sympathy for the tryer, for the batsman
who is giving of his best despite his limitations. It may well be that because he is acutely
aware of his limitations that he is still there, not out. Watching more talented players
depart he had been hurt by the remark that ‘the best have gone, we are now among the
rabbits’, but he still remembered the times when batting had been relatively easy and
wondered which he preferred – an easy existence or one which demanded total
commitment, no letting go of concentration. He recalled with a shudder that foolish

rush to the head when his judgement had let him down, but mercifully he had not been
run out.
Now he has a new role to play, again nothing particularly glorious or
spectacular, the role of anchor man. There were new batsmen to help. He would have
to be careful not to give the impression of patronising them, but he could give them a
smile and words of encouragement, together with his calming influence gained from
weathering the battery of some ferocious overs earlier in the innings. Perhaps there was
a revival taking place. Certainly the prospects looked more promising even though he
himself might not still be at the crease to witness the glory. Fifty nine not out was quite
a reasonable score; he hoped that it would not end there, but he was beginning to feel
slightly weary. The blessed rest of the pavilion after it was all over now held out more
attractions than when he first strode to the wicket so full of confidence and naively
trusting in his as yet unproved skill. Yes, the pavilion would be sheer bliss; he never
thought he would long for it so much.
Fifty nine might be a good omen. England won in Barbados, the first victory
there for fifty nine years. So while he is at the crease he had better offer some advice to
the young man at the other end about the change of bowlers. He probably feels relieved
that the fast attack had ended, dodging bouncers and the like. But the slow bowler uses
guile. We mustn’t be lulled into a false sense of security. Each opponent has his own
technique and subtle approach; we must both be alert and watch carefully. Don’t do
anything silly which might ruin this recovery. He would have settled for fifty nine when
he began his innings, but it would be nice to pass the big ‘Six O’ – better not be too
ambitious, but the captain said he was doing a good job for the team, and he should
know, he chose him.

DOWNING STREET BRIEFING

‘Although the number of deaths is going down we know that each person is
loved and is sadly missed by family and friends.’ Those or similar words of condolence
have been spoken by Ministers as they impart information on the impact of the
Coronavirus. Probably you have said a silent prayer for the dead; it may be that you
actually have known one of the over 40,000 who in our country have succumbed to the
deadly virus. What this pandemic has done is to be aware of death, to talk about death
and to face up to one’s own mortality. Death used to be the last taboo.
For the Christian death is central to our faith. This is not simply accepting that
we all must die, it is much more than an acceptance of the inevitable; it is in a wonderful
way a gateway to eternal joy. Jesus was constantly warning his disciples about his
imminent suffering and death; in a strange way he seemed to welcome it, but he also
foretold that death would not be the end of him. After the amazing Resurrection Jesus
again showed that his death was part of the mystery of salvation. The death of Jesus
really did take place. The Gospels are very clear on this. In my ‘upper room’ I was able
to be reminded of the stark horror of the death of Jesus as I celebrated Holy Week – the
Passion and Death narrative on Palm Sunday from St. Matthew, followed by that of St.
John on Good Friday. Because we believe in the Risen Lord there can be the danger of
glossing over the death. In the Sacred Triduum the three especially holy days of Holy
Week, one of those days tends to be ignored’ because nothing happens! This is Holy
Saturday, after Good Friday and before the Easter Vigil, and yet this day should bring
home to us the fact of the death of Jesus. Jesus has given everything, he can give no
more, he is dead. Death seems to have won. But St. Paul will proclaim: ‘death where is
your victory, where is your sting’? On entering a Catholic church one is faced with a
figure, a dead figure on a cross – a crucifix. This is not meant to strike fear and dread,
but hope. Also along the walls of the church are the Stations of the Cross – the suffering
of Jesus from his condemnation by Pontius Pilate, through his death on Calvary (12 th
Station) to the 14th Station – the dead body of Jesus in the tomb. Again reminders of the
death, but a source of hope. Many churches have a fifteenth Station - the Resurrection
of Jesus. Intriguingly some have ‘Christ the King’ instead of the figure of a dead Jesus
on the cross, a triumphant King. In my ‘upper room’ on my altar I have a crucifix with
Christ reigning from the cross, a triumphant King. It was given to me as a present when
I was ordained on the feast of Christ the King in 1961. The reason why the Church not
only accepts the fact of the death of Jesus but indeed proclaims it, is to highlight the
wonder of the Resurrection of Our Lord and Saviour. The truth of the Resurrection from
the dead was at the heart of the preaching of the Apostles. In our present liturgy ‘we

pray what we believe and we believe what we pray.’ The Resurrection follows from the
death of Jesus.
In all the Eucharistic Prayers (and there are many others than the familiar four
we hear prayed in our churches and chapels) immediately after the Consecration we
proclaim the victory over death through the Resurrection. One example, from
Eucharistic Prayer IV: ‘we remember Christ’s death and his descent to the realm of the
dead; we proclaim his Resurrection and his Ascension to your right hand ....’ We, as
Christians, have HOPE. St. Paul long ago remarked what a sad life it must be to live
without hope. Without being ‘pious’ we can convey this strength of hope to those
bereaved or bewildered.
When conducting funerals I was very conscious that it was an opportunity to
give some spiritual understanding of why we had gathered together. Of course I never
said this, but a funeral is more than an opportunity to sing the praises of the dead
person. A funeral can be the expression of faith and hope as well as sadness. We can
deepen our sense of communion by which I mean our communion with the Church
throughout the world. It is heartening to know that through the celebration of the
Eucharist the deceased is prayed for. ‘Remember, Lord, those who have died...’ There
is a passage from St. John’s Gospel which is a favourite of mine. I often prayed it at the
bedside of the sick in hospital: ‘Do not let your hearts be troubled. Trust in God and
trust in me. There are many rooms in my Father’s house, if there were not, I would have
told you. I am going now to prepare a place for you and after I have prepared a place I
shall return to take you with me, so that where I am you may be too.’
I endeavour to show that the preparation in not just the final hours, days or years,
but the preparation from the moment life has begun. Everything comes under this
understanding of preparation. When the Government Ministers express condolences or
they announce the latest number of deaths, we remind ourselves that life is sacred and
precious from the womb to the tomb.
Another scriptural text I have often used when another ‘Service’ takes place at
the Crematorium after the Funeral Service in church. It is again from St. John’s Gospel.
Martha is grieving for her dead brother Lazarus. Jesus reassures her that her brother
will rise again and then, and this is striking, he questions Martha about her belief in
Him. ‘I am the resurrection and the life. If anyone believes in me, even though he dies,
he will live...Do you believe this?’ Quite amazing. Martha is grieving over the death of
a greatly loved member of her family and now Jesus is questioning her about her faith
in Him! At Caesarea Philippi in response to Jesus asking his own disciples: ‘Who do
you say that I am?’ St. Peter exclaimed: ‘You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.’
This act of faith was praised by Jesus, who in turn promised that Peter would be the

rock (of faith) on which the Church would be built. For me, the wonderful act of faith
by Martha certainly ranks among the most powerful in the Gospel. Remember the
situation of bereavement, and yet she exclaims: ‘Yes Lord, I believe that you are the
Christ, the Son of God. The one who was to come into the world.’
Let me tell you about Cormac Rigby. I began these recollections by giving an
account of my ordination in 1961. At the beginning of that month of October, the English
College had welcomed a group of new students as ‘First Year’. Among these was
Cormac Rigby after taking his first degree at St. John’s College, Oxford, where he had
read history. He did not stay at the Venerabile beyond that first year. He later described
that episode in his life as ‘the wrong place at the wrong time’ and returned to study at
Oxford. Many years passed until I happened to hear his name; it was on Radio 3 when
I was listening to classical music. He had a beautiful speaking voice, so important for
Radio. Hearing Cormac’s voice on Radio 3 seemed to bring him back into my life. Many
years elapsed until I learned that Cormac had resigned as the Presentation Editor and
Chief Announcer to resume his studies for the priesthood, having spent twenty years
at the B.B.C. His ordination as a priest came on May 21st 1988, forty nine years to the
day after his baptism. I found the address of his first parish appointment in Ruislip and
decided to renew contact: our friendship grew even though we had never met after
those months in 1961. Then came a bombshell: Cormac sent me the parish weekly
newsletter from St. William of York, Stanmore, Middlesex, dated 19 th July 2003. In this
letter he announced to his parishioners that he would be retiring from his post as Parish
Priest. It is what he went on to write that left a deep impression on me and has returned
many times during this period of ‘lockdown’. ‘All through life we live in awareness of
death, and as our faith deepens, so does our confidence that death is simply the
doorway to God’s kingdom. At each Requiem I have said this year I’ve found myself
asking, in the light of my own circumstances: do I actually believe in my heart what I
profess in my words? And I have discovered that I do. Faith does not remove difficulties
but it enables us to cope with them.’ He goes on to say:’ I know that I have to travel
light. I know I will be taking nothing for this journey except a staff. But that staff is the
faith and the power of prayer and I can lean on that staff until I have safely reached
journey’s end.’ Cormac’s words have been an inspiration to me.
The Solemnity of the Body and Blood of Jesus Christ
A fitting celebration on which to conclude my memories during ‘lockdown’.
Jesus was in an ‘Upper Room’ when He gave His disciples, and through them you and
me, the wonderful gift of Himself in the Holy Eucharist, so that I and so many millions
like me have done this in memory of Him. On Holy Thursday in my ‘upper room’ I
celebrated the Evening Mass of the Lord’s Supper. Today’s Solemnity is a deeper
presentation of that feast which heralded the beginning of the Sacred Triduum in Holy

Week. Like Fr. Cormac questioned himself about his belief, I too am invited to reflect
on what I am saying and doing. The prayer after communion of today’s Mass says:
’Grant, O Lord, we pray, that we may delight for all eternity in that share of your divine
life, which is foreshadowed in the present age by our reception of your precious Body
and Blood.’
A very popular prayer, often on our lips is that addressed to ‘Jesus, Mary and
Joseph...may I breathe forth my soul with you.’ And another favourite of mine,
composed by St. John Henry Newman: ‘May He support us all the day long, till the
shadows lengthen and the evening comes and the busy world is hushed and the fever
of life is over and our work is done. Then in His mercy may He give us a safe lodging
and a holy rest and peace at the last.’ A beautiful exposition of ‘non confundar in
aeternum.’ (‘I shall not flounder for ever.’) As St. John Vianney (patron of secular priests)
put it, ‘If we really understood the Mass, we would die of joy.’

Student Life at the Venerable English College on the eve of Vatican II
Some glimpses from the Creasey Papers (1955-1962)

One of the greatest pleasures in looking after the College Archives is having the
opportunity of showing former students material in the collections and seeing their eyes
light up as they recall happy memories of their years of study at the College. An equal
pleasure is receiving new deposits of archival material relating to aspects of the
College’s history.
It was therefore a particular delight to receive in 2015 from Fr. Gerald Creasey,
now a retired priest of the diocese of Leeds, the donation to the College Archives of a
substantial collection of personal papers from his student days at the VEC from 1955 to
1962.
Thanks to very considerable help from Dr. Fergus Mulligan, the collection was
fully catalogued in the autumn of 2015 and the spring of 2016: these details have since
been entered into the new emerging electronic catalogue of the College Archives, a key
element of the current archival development project, 2015-18. The collection is now
officially designated as the Creasey Papers (Achivum Venerablis Collegi Anglorum, de Urbe
(AVCAU), scritture 160).
Educated at St Michael’s College, Leeds, his native city, and at the University of
Durham, where he graduated in History in 1955, securing from the Pontifical Gregorian
University a Licenciate in Philosophy in 1958 and a Licenciate in Theology in 1962. A
keen sportsman during his time at the VEC, he acted first as Secretary to Football in
1958 and then Secretary to Cricket in 1959, before becoming Captain of Football for the
year 1960-61. Ordained priest in Rome on 29 October 1961 by Cardinal Luigi Traglia
(1895-1977) in the church of the Sacro Cuore, Piazza Navona, Fr Creasey returned to the
diocese of Leeds after completing his studies in Rome in the summer of 1962.
In the pre-Internet age, when students at the College were expected to keep in
regular contact with their family at home by letter, weekly letter-writing was the norm.
Happily, Fr Gerald’s parents, George and Margaret Creasey, kept all of the 350 letters
that he wrote weekly, and sometimes twice-weekly, between October 1955 and July
1962, either from the College, or, during the summer each year (between July and
September) from Palazzola. The only break in the sequence occurs during the summer
of 1958 when, after three years in Rome, Gerald Creasey returned home for the
Philosophers’ holiday. Three later letters, written after his ordination and sent to his
parents from a holiday at Palazzola, are dated 7, 12 and 19 August 1965.

Each of the letters has been preserved in its original envelope, together with its
postage stamp. Fr Gerald’s father carefully annotated each envelope with a short
summary of the contents of each letter – and many of the letters have enclosures,
including concert programmes (principally of the VEC and of the North American
College), postcards, photographs of pantomimes, Football teams, gite (excursions),
press cuttings, tourist guides and drawings. All of these items have been retained with
the original letters and have been catalogued as integral parts of the collection. Taken
as a whole, the papers, written through the eyes of a trained historian, throw much
interesting light on student life at the VEC in the years leading up to Second Vatican
Council.
The circumstances leading to the donation are worth recording. In 2013 Fr
Creasey first mentioned informally to the assistant secretary of the Romans’
Association, Fergus Mulligan, that all the weekly letters he had written home to his
parents during his time as a student at the VEC had been preserved, and that he had
inherited them. Immediately asked if he would consider donating them to the Archives,
Fr Gerald welcomed the suggestion.
During the Romans’ Association meeting at Stonyhurst in 2014, Fr Gerald called
Fergus Mulligan over to his car, opened the boot and handed him a small suitcase.
‘There you are’, he said: ‘you asked me to give these to the Archives and that’s what I’m
doing.’
For practical and logistical reasons, the collection of letters was temporarily
stored in the Archives at Stonyhurst until they could be safely dispatched to Rome –
and, in this context, the VEC is grateful to Janet Graffius, curator of the Collections at
Stonyhurst, for her help.
Many of the letters provide valuable first-hand accounts, comments and
critiques of life at the VEC: these include the rhythm of academic life at the Gregorian
University; the spiritual life of the College; the annual round of plays, concerts, sports
events, excursions, and the summer villeggiatura at Palazzola; and the coming and
goings of visitors, both clerical and lay.
Writing to his parents at the end of his first month at the College, Gerald Creasey
noted that there were (he thought), 122 steps from the ground floor to his room and,
besides regular negotiation of the staircases keeping him fit, he reported that one bright
fellow student had worked out that, in seven years of study, he was likely to climb ‘ a
height equal to three times the height of Mt. Everest.’
On his first Christmas Eve at the College, the BBC came to record Midnight Mass:
as he reported to his parents, ‘this was not the actual Mass but extracts from the Mass

which was actually at Midnight. The previous evening there was a recording of us
singing the Salve Regina before the statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary which is on the
steps leading up to the second floor.’ The recording subsequently elicited a letter of
thanks from the BBC to the College, praising the quality of the singing which was later
broadcast: a copy may well survive in the BBC Sound Archives at the British Library in
London.
Routine sports fixtures with teams for other colleges in Rome were occasionally
interspersed with special fixtures, sometimes arranged at short notice by naval teams
from the British Mediterranean fleet, ashore in Rome for brief visits, and keen to
organise an impromptu game of soccer. The letters convey the warm post-match
hospitality offered by the College to naval teams visiting for supper, or, in the case of a
visit in 1958 of a football eleven made up of men from HMS Alamein and HMS Corunna,
for tea and conversation in the Common Room – and the unanticipated connections
made as a result of these occasions as some students met navy personnel hailing from
their home territory.
Visiting guest speakers provided students with fresh perspectives on a range of
topics, as well as a welcome break from a busy academic routine of lectures at the
Gregorian University and study back at the College. In October 1958, for example,
Group Captain Leonard Cheshire, VC (1917-1992(, gave ‘an excellent talk’ about his
work in setting up his international network of Cheshire Homes. He was then already
working with Sue Ryder, with whom he had just created the Ryder-Cheshire
Foundation, a joint mission for the relief of suffering: he and Sue Ryder had not yet
married, but were to do so six months later, in Bombay Cathedral. In March 1960,
Douglas Hyde (1911-1996), who, in 1948, prior to becoming a Catholic, had very
publicly resigned both from the Communist Party and from his position in London as
news editor of the Daily Worker, visited the College to talk about Communism.
The correspondence is punctuated with important references to world events.
Letters in November 1956 express grave concern about what was happening to the
people of Hungary caught up in the Hungarian Uprising, about Italy’s passing a motion
at the United Nations condemning Russian aggression in Hungary, and about
preparations for a large anti-Communist demonstration in Rome on 9 November 1956,
just five days after a large Soviet force had invaded Budapest and other regions of
Hungary.
Correspondence for October 1958 contains detailed accounts of the death and
funeral of Pope Pius XII, and the numerous solemn Requiem Masses in various
churches in Rome which preceded the funeral; details of arrangements for the Conclave
which followed; and graphic accounts of the problems encountered by those

responsible for the burning of Conclave ballot papers. On several occasions during the
1958 Conclave, white smoke appeared, only to be followed by black smoke. This caused
considerable confusion among the many thousands of waiting spectators in St Peter’s
Square, as well as among the many radio, television and newspaper journalists covering
the papal election, before the eventual announcement of the election of Pope John XXIII.
All of this is carefully recorded in Gerald Creasey’s first-hand accounts, as is his
subsequent description of an impromptu private audience with John XXIÍÍ, requested
by Cardinal William Godfrey (1889-1963), Archbishop of Westminster, who had been
made a cardinal less than two weeks earlier. The audience was granted by the new
pope to members of the Venerable English College, and the then rector of the Beda
College, on 28 December 1958.
Visits of heads of state to Rome and to Vatican City also feature in the
correspondence. A letter of December 1958 describes the ceremonial attending the
arrival of the Shah of Persia, while another, six months later, provides a vivid account
of the visit to Rome of General Charles de Gaulle (1890- 1970), then newly elected as
president of France and the effective founder of the new (and today still current) Fifth
Republic, inaugurated on 4 October 1958:
After the exam yesterday I was fortunate to see General de Gaulle arrive at the
French Embassy... in the Farnese Palace close by the College so we had a very
good position. The Italians have given De Gaulle a wonderful reception and his
portrait hangs from many shop windows. In their heart of hearts I fancy that the
Italians would like a strong Government in Italy for their politics are very similar
to those in France before De Gaulle rose to power.
Again informed by the eye of the trained historian, Gerald Creasey’s evocative
account of the unusual and special nature of the event, and his appreciation of it, is
reminiscent of accounts of spectacular events in Rome penned by British Grand Tourists
of the mid-eighteenth century:
Last night there was the wonderful spectacle of the whole facade of the Farnese
Palace illuminated by countless hanging oil-lamps. Outside in the Square people
came merely to gaze at the impressive sight which used to be a fairly common
occurrence some three centuries ago in Rome. At night the white uniformed
Italian policemen look even more impressive, with their revolvers hung from
their pockets!
Equally interesting is his account of how the election of John F. Kennedy (19171963) as 35th President of the United States, and the first US Catholic President, was
received, particularly by seminarians at the North American College; and, in the same
letter, how Pope John XXIII summoned to St Peter’s Basilica, on Monday, 14 November

1960, the several thousand clergy and seminarians then resident in Rome for a special
meeting to explain the nature and purpose of the General Council of the Church (the
Second Vatican Council). The latter had first been announced on 25 January 1959 and
was to be convened from 11 October 1962 until 8 December 1965.
As Gerald Creasey was to leave the College in July 1962, following his ordination
to the priesthood the previous October, the correspondence does not cover the progress
of the Council. His letters do, however, cover the major event which occurred in his
final months at the College – namely the celebrations attending the 600th anniversary of
the foundation of the English Hospice in Rome on the site on the present College: these
included a radio feature on the Hospice and College, broadcast on the BBC Home
Serviced, and a special private audience with Pope John XXIII, solely for members of
the College, which he describes as ‘a memorable termination to my years in the Eternal
City.’
Gerald Creasey’s years at the Venerable English College were in many ways the
end of an era, as the Second Vatican Council was to open up a new chapter in the history
of the Church. As a result, his letters from Rome are a precious record of a real turning
point both in the history of the College and the history of the Church. While the present
article cannot do full justice to the range, scope and interest of the many hundreds of
thousands of words contained in the 350 surviving letters, Fr Creasey’s generous
donation of his papers to the College Archives – the largest single archival deposit to
date by any alumnus of the College – is much appreciated and greatly to be welcomed.
The catalogued papers, now freely accessible for consultation by any interested reader,
will hopefully inspire others to donate relevant material in the future, further to enrich
the College’s historical collections.
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